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The New Method that Instantly Eliminates the Cravings.There are 1001 Ways to Quit Smoking.

Many of them work. But this is the only book to teach you how to instantly Stop the Cravings!

Do you want to quit smoking without having to fight with the desire and cravings that are

keeping you from quitting? This book cuts through all the reasons that keep people from

quitting. It gets right to the biggest obstacle, Cravings.When the desire to have another

cigarette over powers the will power to stop, quitting becomes frustrating. If the cravings and

desire to smoke are eliminated, quitting is easy. This book is the only book, that I know of,

which teaches you how to smash the urges and desire to smoke. When the cravings are

instantly destroyed, it is easy to never smoke again. Inside this book is the new, easiest ever

way to quit smoking.So far, the simple method taught here has been 100% effective for those

that use it. I can’t say that group is very large yet, because it is a new method. But I claim its

effectiveness because no one who has used it has told me that it didn’t work.This is what

people are saying who have actually used the method. This one is from an editor who wasn’t

even planning to quit."Hi Ron,I smoked for about thirty years. Since I read your book, I'm on

day four of non-smoking. When I tried your technique I couldn't believe how quickly it worked.

I've had to do it about three times today, but I haven't caved yet for a cigarette. Thank you! :}

Lorrie"I checked with her weeks later and she still hasn’t smoked.Here’s another one, from

Bill.“I was a three pack a day smoker. I tried many times to quit. And nothing worked. I thought

it was useless to try again. But my brother gave me your book. Your method seemed too simple

and kind of stupid. I couldn’t imagine it could possibly work for me. But I gave it a try. I haven’t

had a cigarette in two weeks. Thank you. It really works. It took the cravings and desire away

just as you said it would.”Don’t let the small number of reviews bother you. It does work and for

the price of a pack of smokes you can be one of the growing number of smoke free people that

use it.I don’t teach the old rehashed methods that require a strong commitment, lots of will

power, and take a long time to work. You already know those ways and they haven’t worked for

you. This book is different; it explains a new simple way. You don’t need drugs, gum, magnets,

a seminar, counseling, a therapist, acupuncture, a support group, hypnosis, or will power to

quit smoking. You only need this book to show you how to get rid of the desire and carvings

that make you want to smoke. Once you learn it and use it, you will be free.You already have

enough desire to be able to stop smoking. You just need the right method. This book is all the

help you need. The method does the hard part. A small desire to quit is enough for you to learn

this method. The method can free you from your addiction. As you apply the method you will

see it does the hard work. It sets you free from tobacco.When a smoker uses this easy method

they often tell me, the symptoms, desires, triggers, impulses, and cravings that might push

them to have a smoke are instantly smashed. Without the desire and cravings to smoke, a

person has no reason to smoke.By using this method you will get the mind of a non-smoker. A

non-smoker is free not to smoke. If you want to be free from tobacco, apply this method to your

life and you will be free.It takes less than an hour to read the book. When you learn the method

it only takes seconds to kill the cravings. Then you can be free anytime you want.Try it, it does

work. And it can work for you too.THANKS FOR TAKING A LOOK.

"[A Brief History of Pharmacy] is clearly well researched, and the writing style is direct and

informative. Zebroski (St. Louis College of Pharmacy) covers the entire history of pharmacy



from prehistory until today in 250 data-filled pages. Each chapter ends with a summary, a

listing of key terminology, review questions (sample test questions), and notes. The author

provides a wealth of information on the topic...Summing Up: Recommended."- I. Richman,

Pennsylvania State University, Harrisburg Campus, in CHOICE--This text refers to the

hardcover edition.About the AuthorBob Zebroski is Professor of History and Chairperson of the

Liberal Arts Department at the St. Louis College of Pharmacy, one of the largest and oldest

schools of pharmacy in the US, which just celebrated its sesquicentennial anniversary.--This

text refers to the hardcover edition.
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gooders doSome extra thoughts IntroductionOk, you have opened the book. If you are a

smoker, it is a great first step to becoming free from your tobacco habit. This book promises to

show you a new method. So far, for those who use it, it has been 100% effective. No one who

has used the method has told me that it didn’t work, so I am assuming that it still works. I

believe it can work for you also. This method is very simple to apply. If you have a desire to quit,

or if you are just thinking about it, this method is designed for you. As soon as you understand

it and try it, you will see how it takes away your desires and cravings for tobacco. It reprograms

your mind in a very simple and effective way. It changes you, so you will think like a non-

smoker. If you have tried to quit before, you probably fought with cravings and desires to smoke

until they got the better of you. This method eliminates those cravings and desires. It

reprograms your mind in a way that frees you from tobacco. It frees you to think about

cigarettes the same way a non-smoker thinks about them.Let me take you on a little mind trip.

Here goes.You just woke up, and you realize you are in someone else’s body. And it’s the best

one that you could ever want to be in, (endless fantasies can start here.) But for now, you have

somehow been teleported into this new body. And it is a non-smoker’s body. You have become

someone who has never smoked before. You find yourself without any cravings or desires to

smoke. You have nothing to do with tobacco. The idea of smoking a cigarette is disgusting to

you. Your new body has no tobacco in it. You are not addicted to it, and there are no triggers

that make you want a cigarette. You have no desire what-so-ever to smoke.As you are enjoying

your new-found freedom from your previous addiction, in your new non-smoking body, I ask

you this one simple question. Would you make your new body smoke cigarettes? You are free

to make any choice you want. What would you do? Think about that for a moment.Here is my

promise to you. If you hop on my system and do the method I show you in this book, it will

transport you to your new body; a craving-free, addiction-free, and a no desire to-ever-smoke-

again body. The only choice and commitment you need to make is to try it. Commit to doing the

formula, and you will find out it’s an easy ride.I want you to be a happy non-smoker. And I will

do what I can to help you succeed. The only thing you need to do is learn my foolproof system

and do it. If you are ready to do it, let’s begin. What is important.The formula is the most

important part of the book. The information before and after the formula is also very important.

It gives you the right mindset that helps the formula be more effective. This information helps

you implement the formula, so it will be effective in bringing about the permanent change you

want in your life. I encourage you not to jump ahead and read the formula. It is a very simple

formula to apply, once you understand how and why it works.Sometimes, simple formulas are

discounted because they are simple. But I assure you this formula is very powerful. It has the

power to change your life. The how and why it works is a little more complicated, and explained



before and after the formula is given. To get the full benefit from the formula, you should read

the whole book. If you do jump ahead, just make sure you come back and read more of the

book before you start using the formula.The most important part of this book is the method I

have created to enable you to stop smoking. Once you understand it and apply it to your life,

the rest can be less meaningful. But it is important for you to know how and why the formula

works. The rest of the book may also be of great help to you, in other ways. If you let

it. Happy trailsHow the mind and body works.Before you learn and do this

method, you might want to understand a little bit more about how the mind and body works.

You probably know it already, so it’s for those who don’t.Many of the psychological methods

and behavior modification techniques to quit smoking work to some extent. They work for some

people, but not for all. My method works for the people who use it.At this point, we need to take

what may seem like a little diversion, but it’s some of the how-the-mind-works stuff. If you are

rich, you probably already know it. So just consider it a review.
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dragonet711, “Useful Guide for Those Having a Hard Time Quitting. So many people want to

quit smoking, but it seems to be a Herculean task. Withdrawals, headaches, irritability, it all

sounds like more trouble than it’s worth. But does it have to be? According to ex-smoker Ron

Roesch, it doesn’t. In fact, it could be as easy as triggering the gag reflex.In his book Quit

Smoken, Roesch talks readers through a method to quit smoking which he claims has helped

everyone who has tried it—including himself. He also explains the logic behind the method and

provides a money-back guarantee if this method doesn’t work for you (only available through

2018, as far as I could tell).I’m not a smoker but I have known people who have smoked.

Frankly, while I don’t fault people for it (we all have our vices), I can’t stand the habit. It triggers

my asthma just to be near it, making it hard for me to breathe around smokers, and I’m not the

only one who suffers from the effects of secondhand smoke. However, we don’t want to see

loved ones go through the torment of withdrawals or the other side effects of quitting smoking,

and the smokers don’t want to go through that, either. Roesch’s method of quitting, while not

currently backed up by solid scientific statistics, seems like a common sense approach to

dropping this nasty habit, supposedly without any of the side effects.I’m a bit skeptical that it

works for 100% of people who use it, as the author claims, but it does help that Roesch has a
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Bachelor’s in Psychology and is a former smoker himself. It sounds like a near-perfect

combination for figuring out how to get people over smoking. His attitude towards the matter is

also refreshing; it’s passionate and gives readers hope that quitting might not be as difficult as

everyone makes it seem.Unfortunately, I felt the need to knock off a start for a couple reasons.

The first is that the relative lack of scientific data to back up Roesch’s claims. I don’t mind his

argument being backed up mostly by personal experience; after all, we’re more likely to believe

something works when someone says they know it works from experience, right? Still, with as

many times as he claims that it works for EVERYONE who tries it, I would have just liked some

figures to back it up.I also noticed a few proofreading errors. They weren’t so glaring that they

detracted from my reading experience. However, another quick glance for proofreading would

do this manuscript some good.All in all, Quit Smoken is a helpful guide for those looking to

stop smoking or wanting to convince someone else to quit. It’s not the most “official” guide to

stopping, but the method sounds solid and there’s really no harm in trying it. Just remember to

read the whole book, and do NOT actually make yourself puke while initiating the gag reflex!”

Dennis Allen Gabbert, “Brilliant!. I love this book. Yes it needs editing. But that doesn't matter

to me. The book is scientific and fascinating. No, millions of dollars have not been put into

proving this book. But that does not mean it doesn't work. This is cutting edge stuff. I can

hardly wait for the author's next 2 books he mentioned. I would buy them immediately if they

were available.  I do not know the author. Normally I don't write reviews.”

Monique Daigle, “Five Stars. Very easy to quit with your book...thank you very much...you

saved my life.”

The book by Ron Roesch has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 5 people have provided feedback.
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